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Consenting 

B1 Structure, B2 Durability, C1-6 Fire Safety, 
F3 Hazardous substances and processes.

• SED and peer reviews

• Treatment 

• Fire design

• Deflection / shrinkage

• Exposed timber surfaces

• Intumescent design 

• Passive fire stopping



• Pre-construction meeting
• Off-site / On-site 
• QA process 
• Fire safety
• Fixings and connections 
• Intumescent coating QA
• Changes / variations
• CCC documentation 



A few learnings 

• Moisture control

• Splits and gaps

• Intumescent coatings

• QA auditing

• Onsite QC



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We deal with lots of timber buildingsAll building are hybridThe examples show some of the various uses of timber and there relevance to fire, be itTall timberWood as a fuel loadLow rise mass timberLow to mid rise LTFSurface finishesAnd good use of controversial materials and a combination of combustible plastic cladding and timber structureIt can be done and it can be done well and safely



Legislation

1957

1854

1946

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have a history of legislating against timberSome of that history includes concerns about the timber problem and densificationTypically many building codes still do not permit the use of timber as a structural material for many building typesNZ has no limitations. But



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The pressure is on.We are seeing fire response times increaseAccess to sites is problematicWater supplies are being degraded and are insufficientFire spread is now at 5%, not what we started with and based our values onThis has implications for timberOne size fits all – you can do better



C/VM2 minimum is 20 minutes

10 minutes – 30 stories!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our fire ratings are very lowBut 30 is not the minimum 20 minutes isAnd that’s before the engineers get involvedWe wouldn’t see 10 minutes now and this isn’t and issue for timber as we can typically achieve far higher inherent fire ratingsBut, they are low and there are issues



Building Department Experts 
Applying the Fire Test To Alleged 
Fireproof Building Materials

“when fearful consequences may result from a 
failure of a structure due to fire, no test is too 
severe which reasonable care and expense in 
construction can resist”. Ira Woolson 1902

“Fireproof wood,” he said recently, “is 
really a misnomer. It should rather be called 
fire resisting wood.” P. M. Stewart 1902 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is the basis for ‘standard’ fire testing and how did we get hereIt was a rection to solve a problem at the timeIt recognised that there were issues that we needed to solve around product compliance and claims being madeIt recognised the benefits of timber in fireBut it also required high fire ratings and set out ways to achieve that with ‘reasonable care and cost’



Standard fire testing – Hybrid/composite construction

“it always must be borne in mind that in a strict sense standard fire (testing) is not a 
measure of the actual performance of an element in fire,  and, furthermore, that it is not 
even a perfect measure for comparison” 
Harmathy and Lie 1970

The structural fire engineering community is now waking up to the pitfalls of using 
standard fire testing and the opportunities that a more rational approach might present. 
A gradual shift in testing philosophy to large scale non-standard fire testing using real 
fires, rather than standard temperature-time curves, seems now to be underway, and a 
fire testing renaissance is occurring aimed at not merely capturing the comparative 
structural performance of isolated materials, but at rationally defining the full suite of 
interactions to be expected in real buildings in real fires.
Gales, J., Maluk, C., and Bisby, LA . Structural fire testing- where are we, how did we get here, and where are we going. 15th International conference on experimental mechanics: Fire 
symposium. 2012

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The issues have been well known for a long timeBut in the timber industry we have regressed in some areas to rely on testing that is problematic Other materials have turned away from this along time ago



Building Regulations and the Code

burnout means exposure to fire for a time that            
includes fire growth, full development, and decay in the 
absence of intervention or automatic suppression, beyond 
which the fire is no longer a threat to building elements 
intended to perform loadbearing or fire separation functions, 
or both

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Burnout is definedBut we are not deigning to this and not accounting for it



Standard fire resistance testing

Time temperature curve for periods of fire development

* Review of fire experiments in mass timber compartments: Current understanding, limitations, and research gaps
https://doi org/10 1002/fam 3121

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are not regulating to the decay phaseEurocode 5 does not address the issue



Charring rates - 0.65mm/min

• Charring is burning

• AS/NZS 1720.4 does not apply to CLT

• Numerous NZ tests show charring rates of >0.65mm/min – 2.3mm/min

• Idealised testing, not representative and no agreement!

“the location of mass timber elements within a compartment was found to have a significant impact on the charring 
behaviour. Exposed timber ceilings were found to have charring rates on average 16% lower than exposed timber walls in the 
same experiment. Furthermore, charring rate is predominantly driven by ventilation conditions and movable fuel load density, 
with average charring rate decreasing as the proportion of timber surface area to opening surface area increases. However, 
the influence of key compartment design parameters on timber charring rate requires further understanding to progress the 
current understanding of compartment fire dynamics.“ *

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We know, it is well documented that there is still a lot of work to be done around charringStandard fire testing does not deal with these issues and the compartment fire dynamics that occur in a timber compartmentWe are an industry of hypocritesit is when burning has ceased and charring has stopped we are needing to resolve.The use of mass timber in buildings instead of non-combustible materials has benefits in sustainability, aesthetics, construction times, and costs. However, the uptake of mass timber in modern construction for medium and high-rise buildings is currently hindered by uncertainty regarding safety and structural performance in fire. We attribute this to a lack of data. Insufficient understanding means that for building designs beyond the current range of experiments the fire performance is unknown. To address this uncertainty, we review the available data in the scientific literature from 63 compartment fire experiments with timber, the majority of which use cross-laminated timber (CLT). We found that most experiments reached temperatures 80–180°C greater than in non-combustible compartments. Timber ceilings have on average a 16% lower char rate than timber walls. The heat release rate contribution of timber has a positive linear relationship with charring rate, however is susceptible to significant uncertainty and variability. There are limits to the data available, particularly in large open-plan compartments of floor areas larger than 100 m2 where a wider range of heating conditions occur. Other topics where further understanding is required are compartments with exposed timber areas greater than 75%, compartments with smaller opening areas, and the hazard of smouldering following the flames. Therefore, additional research is needed to design beyond the limits, specifically in compartment size, ventilation, and timber exposure. This paper identifies correlations in the current body of experimental research to improve fire-safe design of timber buildings.�Review of fire experiments in mass timber compartments: Current understanding, limitations, and research gapshttps://doi.org/10.1002/fam.3121



Char fall off 
and 
burn through

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are just some tests we have observedBut we are seeing char fall offCLT is not burning uniformlyThese issues are not being reported and they are not being reflected in the thermocouple data 



GAPS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What we are building is not reflecting what is being testedThe literature includes allowances for 5mm gaps, but this is not what is being testedOr at least that we are seeing



Structural and fire engineering

“we don’t need 
fire engineering input 
at this stage”

The risk of collapse of multi-storey CLT buildings during a fire - 
Report ID: 966

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Staged consenting presents real challenges for most buildingsBut this approach, unless we are using encapsulation, is not acceptable, PN22 is being revised and updated, but this is more than a coordination issue. Structural and fire engineers have to work together, hand in glove when it comes to timber – it is essentialCROSS has reported on some of these issue 



Trust

Confidence

Credibility

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These three words have been states openly overseas and to me by other BCAs about timber projectsThere is a lack of them in the industry leading to concernsThis is not good as it introduces concerns that likely lead to road blocks to projects and potentially adds extra unnecessary costs. It is frustrating for everyone



Sprinklers

• 99.996% reliable?
• “Belts and braces”
• Construction, demolition, maintenance, repair, 

replacement, earthquake, stupidity…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We need to talk about sprinklersThey are the most important fire safety tool we have. They are essential to timber constructionSome believe they should be it and are the only fire safety precaution that we needButWe need to deal with the fact that they are not 100% reliable



Your Challenge!

• Absence of a Compliance document that specifically deals with structural mass timber 
(CLT), hybrid buildings and complex methods of construction

• Reliance on ‘Actors’ competence and behaviour, including that of the regulators

• NZ Specific fire testing
• Appropriate
• Agreed methodology 
• Open and transparent results

• Interim solution  - TimberUnlimited – “Fire Supplement”

• Talk to the stakeholders, including FENZ and the BCA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Asked what the challenge is for us as BCA’s and its simple. The absence of a compliance document that deals with timber is the problemWe know we have behavioural issue in the industry that is leading to poor outcomes and that we are all impacted by that. We need to do more work on NZ specific conditions/products and get testing that is transparent and gives us design dataThe TimberUnlimited – “Fire Supplement” should help the situation and it needs to be supported and further developedTalking can be painful but we need to talk�We cant afford another rottonomics
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